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[image: We have the ideal grooming tools for every fur type!]We have the ideal grooming tools for every fur type!» Check it out



[image: Click here for your Grooming Guide]Click here for your Grooming Guide
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Clipping[image: moser web 2021 600x600px.jpg]Our know-how makes every MOSER® animal clipper a reliable partner in everyday life. High-quality machines - made in Germany!
Take a look at our products here!

Brushing[image: moser web 2021 600x600px2.jpg]Regular coat care is particularly important and the recipe for a shiny, healthy coat. With MOSER® Animalline Grooming Tools, grooming is easy!

Caring[image: moser web 2021 600x600px3.jpg]How to clip my pet, how to shorten the claws of my four-legged friend and why should I clip the fur of a dog or a cat?
With these tips you will become a grooming expert!



Tipps & Tricks
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[image: Coat Care celebrates tradition!]
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Coat Care celebrates tradition!
 75 years anniversary
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Coat Care celebrates tradition!
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MOSER Animalline Clippers for animal shelters
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MOSER Animalline Clippers for animal shelters
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Make paws winterize
Make paws winterize
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Make paws winterize


[image: Coat change of dog and cat]
EDUCATION
2020-10-06
Coat change of dog and cat
The coat changes in spring and autumn - stress for humans and animals.
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Coat change of dog and cat
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The fear of ticks!
Just the thought makes me tingle
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The fear of ticks!
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Hope for Christmas
Dogs rescued from illegal breeding
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No fear of clipping
...not too short!
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Show more news

We are MOSER® Animalline, the specialist around the fur care for your pet. Our range of professional pet clippers for home use is rounded off by fur and paw care products. The bladeset is the heart of every MOSER® animal clipper only the highest quality can ensure an easy and gentle clipping perfection. All MOSER animal clippers and  blade sets are "Made in Germany" and guarantee an extremely long service life due to the exact cross-ground edge. We can draw on 70 years of experience and offer a solution for every hairy situation.
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Do you have any further questions? Reach us at:+49 7725 4940 -0
[image: Wahl GmbH]
Contact+49 7725 4940 -0+49 7725 4940 -145info@wahlgmbh.de
WAHL GmbH
Villinger Straße 4
78112 St. Georgen 
Germany


Marken & ProdukteWAHL Animal
WAHL Large Animal
Moser Animalline
WAHL Professional
Moser
Ermila
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In order to guarantee you the best possible service, we use third-party cookies.⨯ Decline✓ Allow cookiesmore infosless infos
Statistics cookies help website owners understand how visitors interact with websites by collecting and reporting information anonymously.

The following cookies are set by Google Analytics:
Cookie _ga: 
Anbieter: www.moser-animalline.de, Ablauf: 2 Jahre, Typ: HTTP
Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.

Cookie _gat:
Anbieter: www.moser-animalline.de, Ablauf: 1 Tag, Typ: HTTP
Used by Google Analytics to limit the request rate

Cookie _gid:
Anbieter: www.moser-animalline.de, Ablauf: 1 Tag, Typ: HTTP
Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on how the visitor uses the website.

You can find further information in our privacy policy.

ImprintPrivacy Policy
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Хотите переключиться на версию на русском языке?Доступна версия сайта на русском. Нажмите "Да", если хотите её увидеть.ДаНет
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